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HEAD acoustics at 17th Stuttgart International Symposium  

Presentation of one-module solution for multi-channel analysis: labCOMPACT24  

HEAD acoustics, one of the world’s leading companies for integrated acoustic solutions as well as 

sound and vibration analysis, has been present at 17th Stuttgart International Symposium of 

Automotive and Engine Technology.  In the context of Stuttgart Symposium, organized by the 

Research Institute of Automotive Engineering and Vehicle Engines Stuttgart (FKFS)  from March 

14 to 15, 2017, HEAD acoustics presented holistic and innovative soft- and hardware solutions for 

the analysis of sound and vibration.  

“We have seized the opportunity to present our new frontend labCOMPACT24 – a one-module 

solution for multi-channel analysis”, says Dipl.-Ing. Christian Krohn, sales manager NVH. “The 

particularity of this hardware solution is the extraordinary low costs-per-channel”.  

Besides the trade exposition, the over 800 visitors had the possibility to participate in the scientific 

program. A special highlight of the symposium was the career event “Meet the Expert”. On March 

4 students could find out more about career opportunities at HEAD acoustics.  

 

About HEAD acoustics 

HEAD acoustics is one of the world's leading companies for integrated acoustic solutions, as well as 

sound and vibration analysis. In telecommunications, the company is experiencing global recognition 

due to their expertise and pioneering role in the development of hardware and software for 

measurement, analysis, and optimization of voice and audio quality, as well as customer-specific 

solutions and services. The business activities of HEAD acoustics range from sound engineering for 

technical products through the investigation of environmental noise to Speech Quality Engineering, 

Consulting, Training and Support. The company from Herzogenrath near Aachen, has subsidiaries in 

France, Great Britain, Japan, South Korea, and the USA, as well as numerous distribution partners 

worldwide. 


